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1 Introduction

Having to choose an outfit for the day is tedious, and I don’t believe that finding my outfit is a good use of
time. Things like checking the weather to determine the day’s outfit is totally programmable. This routine
also extends to figuring out what I should put in my bag in order to be ready for classes. The idea of this
project is to automate the get-up-and-get-ready part of my day. Even further, AutoLab might be able to
generate my entire Hourly Schedule for me.

This is different from smart assistants like Alexa, Google Assistant, and Cortana because the goal of AutoLife
is that I would avoid two-way communication as much as possible. The point is that I wouldn’t need to talk
to (provide input) to AutoLife much at all.

If AutoLife becomes sufficiently developed, then I can stop losing brain cells over trivial life decisions.
One thing to think about in future (brought up by Mikel Zhang): At around age 30, human bodies reach
end-of-life, and the rest of life is just patching it up and providing support for as long as possible. It’d be
nice to think about a way to stretch out this timeline. The overall goal of mankind should be to transcend
and become abstract software.

2 Outfit Selection (autoOS)

On a high level, AutoLife will check the weather, search through a catalogue of my clothing items, and select
a reasonable choice of attire. For example, if it is a cold snowy day, AutoLife should be able to figure out
that a warm sweater layers well on top of a dress shirt, that a sweater-jean pairing is aesthetically acceptable,
and that waterproof boots are necessary.

2.1 Cataloguing clothes

Cataloguing clothes is slightly more nuanced than I initially expected, and I might want to learn some ML
for this (though it’s partly for the learning experience). The obvious part is that I need a graph that will
indicate what things match well together, and I should probably have a way to figure out how many shirts
I can possibly layer and still be comfortable.

The hard part is that as my wardrobe grows, I need a way to add something to my wardrobe without:

1. manually selecting every matching clothing item

2. manually selecting what my new thing can layer under or on top of

In terms of user interfacing, one idea is that when I add an article of clothing to my wardrobe, I select some
main properties of the piece. AutoLife will search my database of clothing items and show me a few of the
most relevant clothing items, and then I will be able to select one of those items to use as a template for my
new item.
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2.2 Outfit Analysis

When deciding to buy clothes, I usually think of how practical the new item will be. Perhaps if I have time,
I can extend AutoLife to create graphs of what my most common outfit types are, to help with my decisions.
A complication is that my outfit depends a lot on the weather, and when I bounce back and forth between
Pittsburgh and the Bay Area, general graphs that are weather-dependent might not be particularly useful.

2.3 Laundry Planning

autoOS would have the additional benefit of being able to figure out what clothes are currently in the wash
or needing to be washed. It should be smart enough not to choose the same article of clothing twice within
a week-ish.

3 EDC Optimization

3.1 The When to Bring Ink (WBI) Feature

I rely on my fountain pen a lot, but I don’t always check that I have enough ink in my cartridge to last the
day. Ideally, AutoLife’s WBI will predict the next day that I will have to re-fill my ink, and automatically
add ink to my ToBring list.

WBI would also let me be able to easily tell when I should order a new bottle of ink.

3.2 Other Things to Put in my bag (OTP)

If I upload my Hourly Schedule of the day (I shall stay diligent about this!), maybe AutoLife should be able
to figure out what I need to put in my bag in the morning. Sounds kind of hard.

4 Hourly Schedule Generation

For OTP, we discuss the possibility of using AutoLife to analyze my Hourly Schedule. Now, if AutoLife
could generate my Hourly Schedule for me, that’d be even better! This thing could respond to email invites
for me and add them to my schedule. It’d also have some notion of how fast it takes to get from place A to
place B, so that it wouldn’t have me sprinting from place to place with unreasonable frequency. Also sounds
hard.

5 Planning

5.1 Timeline

1. Nov 30: Finish this timeline

2. Dec 15: Begin autoOS matching mech (Mmech)

3. Dec 25: Begin autoOS layering mech (Lmech)

4. Jan 5: Merge Mmech and Lmech

5. Jan 10: Design wardrobe interface (Winterface)

6. Jan 30: Finish integrating Winterface with Mmech, Lmech

7. Feb 20: Crude autoOS done, no weather input or laundry cycling

8. Mar 20: Finish adding crudge weather input, simple ‘warmness’ index for clothing objects.
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5.2 Priorities

Speed is not a priority. This can probably all be done with some jank Python. Interfacing should be done
carefully, since the entire project is basically about user experience and usability.
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